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Kuroshio & Kuroshio Extension current system	

Ø Satellite Altimeters are very useful  

Ø Quality of ALT data products are area dependent 
ü Kuroshio Extension 

ü South of Japan 

ü East China Sea and Upstream region east of Taiwan	



ALT for the Kuroshio Extension	

Ø Data　ｆrom both northern and southern sides  
ü 2-D mapped data available 

p  Except sub-meso scale meanders 

Ø Broader mean dynamic topography (MDT) 
u Due to large displacement of the axis 

ü similar SSHA w.r.t. the MDT   



ALT for the Kuroshio south of Japan	

Ø When the Kuroshio takes non-large meander path 
close to the coast,  

ü no data available from the northern side 
u No interpolation, thus mapping is less reliable 

ü SSHA is smaller than MDT 
u good MDT (not available by ALT alone) is necessary	



ALT for the Kuroshio south of Japan	
Ø Meanwhile, along-track data are still useful 

Ø Many hydrographic observations have been performed 
along the T/P-Jason line off Cape Ashizuri (ASUKA line) 

p  Thanks to Imawaki-san, Uchida-san, Kawabe-san, Fukasawa-san 
and many agencies 

ü Good MDT definition 
ü Relationship between the SSH diff. & the volume transport	



Traditional index	
Ø SSH diff. can be also obtained from tide gauges 

in the Tokara Strait 
ü Higher temporal resolution than ALT	



Lag corr. between ALT & high-res. index	

Merging of mesoscale eddies & downstream 
advection within a few months	

Ichikawa (2003) 	



ALT in the ECS and the upstream region	

Ø Data on the continental shelf 
ü Contamination by tides 
ü Temporal/spatial scales are different from ones in the 

open ocean 
u So, they are often intentionally removed  

p  ALT signals in the ECS may be lost in the previous analysis, 
so affects of eddies could be overetimated 

Ø SSHA is smaller than MDT, as south of Japan 
ü But observations are generally very difficult in the 

Kuroshio upstream region  



Long-range HF Ocean Radar	
Ø Operated by NICT, Japan 

(2001-2010) 
ü Yonaguni and Ishigaki radar sites 

Ø cover approx. 200km 
ü With 7km and 0.5h resolutions	

Kuroshio 



Examples of surface velocity maps	

Ø Tidal and Wind-driven currents are removed, and 1-day averaged 

Ø Celear definition of the Kuroshio 

123.3E	



Speed and Position of the axis at 123.3E	

Variations with various time scales	
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Short-time scale Kuroshio variations	
Ø 10-15 days (upper panels), 2 days (lower panels) 

ü Larger scale for shorter variations	

Takahashi et al. (2009)	



During a typhoon passage	
Ø The Kuroshio was “bended” by a typhoon passage on 

2005/7/18. 
ü It took nearly a week to be recovered in the surface Ekman layer	

Morimoto et al. (2009)	



Mesoscale variations	
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•  10-240days & longer variations	
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•  Significant variations with 2-3 month  
period	
•  speed and position variations are in 

phase	
	•  Amplitudes are not uniform	

•  For Speed, larger (smaller) in summer 
(winter)	

•  For position, larger in winter	

Unfortunately, the 
northern end of 
the Kuroshio is OB	



Surrounding offshore SSHA	

Ø Northward weak Kuroshio 
ü Negative SSHA to the southeast 

u Positive SSHA on the shelf	

Ø Southward strong Kuroshio 
ü Positive SSHAto the southeast 

u Negative SSHA on the shelf	



Corr. with the axis speed	

l Positively correlated area is propagated from the 
upstream 

p higher (lower) SSHA when the Kuroshio is faster (slower) 
u that also accompanies the negative correlation area on the shelf 

l Opposite correlations assure geostrophic current 
between them	



Ocean Radars after 2010	

Ø Ishigaki Site was closed in 2010 due to the end of 
land tenancy 

Ø Yonaguni Site remained after 2010,  
ü but only radial velocity can be provided  

u no vector velocity is available by NICT alone 

Ø Meantime, Taiwan Ocean Research Institute (TORI) 
started active ocean radar observations from 
Taiwan	

Ø So, collaboration with TORI has been planned to 
cover the whole Kuroshio upstream in 2011	



Present status	

Ø Unfortunately, NICT decided to close Yonaguni 
site in FY2013 
ü Since the sites are not for operational oceanography 

Ø Broadcast licence has been finally transferred 
to RIAM in 2015 

Ø RIAM-TORI collaboration will, soon or late, start 
to provide high-resolution surface velocity data 
in the Kuroshio upstream region 
ü which would be also useful for numerical modellers 

Ø But….. soon? or late? 	



Joint survey in June, 2012	

l During 13-19 June, 2012.  
u TORI set temporal radar site at 

Sandiaojiao 
p CODAR 4.58MHz 

u NICT kept Yonaguni site 
p Mitsubishi phased-array 9.2 MHz 

u Different radar types! 

l Simultaneous survey by both 
Japanese and Taiwanese R/Vs 
u Japan; Tansei-maru 

p Kyushu Univ. 
p Nagoya Univ. 
p Univ. of the Ryukyus 

u Taiwan; OR2 
p Nat. Taiwan Univ. 
p TORI 



Preliminary Combined Radar Data	
Ø De-tided for each radar 

by harmonic analysis 
ü  Wind-driven current 

remained 

Ø Daily average on 15/
June 

Ø  Compared with drifters 
with drogues 

Ø  consistent velocity with 
the surface drifters	

Surface	

15m	 Surface	

15m	



But on 16/June….	

l Disagreement 
with radar 
velocity 

15-m drogue	

Surface	Surface	
15m	



For other drifters on 15/June	

Ø Drifters with 
~1m depth 
drogues 

ü discrepancy 
even in an area 
close to the 
TORI radar site 

Ø Radial velocity is 
weaker in TORI 
and/or larger in 
NICT?	



radial velocity component comp.	

l Drifters’ radial velocity component is plotted for each 
radar, with ranges (color) and angles (bold) 
u 50km(black),100km (red), 150km(blue), 230km (green) 
u +/-32deg from antenna center (bold), off-center (think)  



Angle-distance dependency	

Ø  Plot of |ΔVrad| for the distance from the antenna and the off-center 
angle 
ü  Contours are not meaningful due to sparse data points, nevertheless, 

Ø  TORI CODAR radar seems distance limited 

Ø  NICT phased array radar seems angle limited 	

TORI	 NICT	

distance	
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Distance dependency?	

l Contamination by the reflection from Ishigaki island?  	

Mean current 
field; plotted if 
observed more 
than 10 times 	

50km	 130km	 180km	



Summary	
Ø In the upstream area, ALT is less useful to observe the Kuroshio 

itself 
ü  Although they are very useful to describe Kuroshio Extension and eddies 

Ø Long-range ocean radar system works well to describe variations 
of the Kuroshio 

u With various time scales 
ü  Short-term variations would be important for studies of air-sea 

interaction, ocean mixing, nutrient supply into the continental shelf 
ü  For mesoscale (several months) variations, position and speed of the 

Kuroshio axis are well coincident 
u Faster (slower) axis moves south (north) 

p  Width cannot be described due to loss of the northern end 
u They are well correlated with merging of mesoscale eddies east of Taiwan 

Ø RIAM-TORI collaboration study has been started to provide full 
coverage of the Kuroshio velocity field in the upstream region 
with high resolutions in time and space 

ü  But careful QC is necessary, accounting differences of radar types 
u Please keep waiting!	



Thank you 



Near Antenna Center direction 	

l NICT’s regression slope is improved for near antenna center  

l For TORI’s, good for black (near), bad for green (far) 

l Radar type depencency?	



Weather charts	

l Weather 



Present Ishigaki site	

l In June, 2012 
u quick recovery within 2 years	



Stations 	

OR2	
Tansei-

maru	



Tracks of surface drifters	

l At A and B, 2 pairs of 
identical drifters were 
deployed 
u with/without 4-m 

length drogues at the 
15-m depth  



Importance of  
the Kuroshio upstream area	

Ø Volume transport toward the East China Sea 

Takahashi and Morimoto 
(Submitted)	

Guo et al. 
(2006)	



Neutrient-rich water supply	

Ø Supply fro the East China Sea 

Guo et al. 
(2006)	

Morimoto et al. (In 
Preparation)	


